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Anonymous Referee #1
Referee comment on "Miniaturised visible and near-infrared spectrometers for assessing
soil health indicators in mine site rehabilitation" by Zefang Shen et al., SOIL Discuss.,
https://doi.org/10.5194/soil-2021-138-RC3, 2022

Reply to the comment C1 of the paper number soil-2021-138 of Zefang Shen and coauthors with the title “Miniaturised visible and near-infrared spectrometers for assessing
soil health indicators in mine site rehabilitation”.
Comment 1. The Author reply“ The manuscript fits well in the scope of SOIL, e.g. under
soil protection and remediation and soil and methods" I think that the purpose of the
paper is still out of the scope of this journal. One would expect that the paper can cover
same aspects of soil science (spatial variability, spatial dependence, application in soil
remediation, soil contamination, toxic bioavailability ecc.) but then the main results go
other way. For example the only comment in remediation is in line 350 where the Authors
said in a generic way that “Practitioners can then effectively identify the need for early
interventions to establish positive soil health trajectories. In addition, spectroscopy could
facilitate the evaluation of soil degradation, more timely identification and remediation of
ecologically hostile conditions, and more effective monitoring of the change in soil
properties in response to restoration activities.” The Authors does not discuss if the soils
are contaminated by Zn, or Cu, and what are the limits of this contamination, or if they
are related with any other toxic elements and how this mining soils can be really
remediated according the health indicators.
Comment 2. The Authors reply “ The `soil application' pertains to the development of a
rapid and cost-effective soil analytical method for the assessment of mining soil and for
the purpose of post-mining soil rehabilitation.” In addition the Author wrote” The soil
samples that we used in our analysis originate from two depths, 0-20 cm and 50-70 cm.
In my opinion the authors need to classify the data set more hierarchically according their
classification. For example, the data collected could be classified based on the horizons
and not with the depth. In addition, the effects of spectral reflectance can also be reexamined by classification the soils based on their order. The authors correctly apply the
soil order types from the Australian Soil Classification (Isbell, 2002), but then their
classification was totally ignored in the multivariate statistic elaboration. The name of a
soil, especially when detailed, gives a synthetic but irreplaceable description of soil, its
main properties, and perhaps more importantly, the processes that formed it. Also, the
soil name enables one to make a posteriori inferences on aspects not directly taken into
account in the context of a work. The sampling methodology to assess the vertical spatial
variability was totally ignored. .
The Authors reply “We evaluated miniaturised spectrometers alone and in combinations,

which is important as different spectral ranges contain different and potentially unique
information; We compared seven different algorithms to demonstrate the robustness of
the spectroscopic method; We validated the models using two methods to prevent overly
promising results”. In addition, the Author propose a new Figure 1 as study experimental
design that should be a summary of the methodology. In my opinion this figures makes
this research even more confusing by combining instrumentation, algorithms and
applications. The question is that the reader should not need to read a lot of paper to
know the main features and elements of this paper. In addition to the bibliography listed
indicated in the work, the reader should read another 20 paper indicated in the reply to
the reviewers in order to finally understand the procedures, the instrument, the calibration
set up and the algorithms presented in this paper.
Comment 3. I still remained sceptical about their interpretation of the healthy soil trend.
The authors reply at this point “ We have already clarified the comments around the aims
and that this research isn't about `remote sensing', but here, we must stress that this
research isn't only a statistical exercise” but then about half of the discussion is about the
comparison of algorithms and spectroradiometer performance . In my opinion , this study
merely repeats the well-known findings on predictive models approach. Anyway there are
two fundamental problems with the manuscript Chemometric technique performances in
predicting soil chemical and biological properties from visNIR reflectance with this dataset.
The data set compare soil properties only on the basis of depth and in this form makes
difficult any defendable conclusions and there is no physical connection between some of
the soil biological properties that are being at 50-70 cm (CO2 emission?). The second
problems is that the paper does not discuss convincingly the limitations of the approach
and potential biases due to the assumptions made. I do not think the authors can make
valid conclusions, because they did not have true system of comparison between the
instruments used, for example there is no indication of the optical set up of the
miniaturised spectrometers, the distance from the sample, the illumination etc. We’re also
limited by the quality of the sensor. To make accurate predictions, most systems need as
much data as possible necessary to get a reasonable result. On top of that, it takes a soil
data from soil profiles. Machines can’t tell which data is good or bad; they can only
process the data given to them.
Comment 4. I am sorry but I still do not understand the reply of the Authors. According
their reply the miniaturised spectrometers can represent a future " for assessing soil
health indicators ", but I would expected some concrete application regarding the
quantification or contamination mapping of copper or zinc in this paper , highlighting the
hot spot areas where it is necessary to concentrate the activities. I still remained sceptical
about the novelty of this research.
Comment 5. The authors reply “ We believe that the submitted manuscript addresses …
soil physical, chemical and biological properties (or indicators) for assessments of soil
health in mining. There are soil properties being predicted using visNIR without any clear
physical reasoning that visNIR should be able to measure the soil property. For example
CO2 emission, fungal richness and diversity, microbial community composition , Fe, Mn,
DTPA extracted ? In particular this parameters were measured in top soils and then
compared at 50-70 cm where biological activity is considered generally low.
Conclusion. The paper is generally well-written but not always to the point, may be is
adapted for a specialist or expert of soil spectroscopy. Unfortunately, I have several
concerns about the approach used that could potentially affect both the reliability of some
data and the interpretation of obtained results. In few words, I do not consider this work
as original enough and of added value that deserves publication in this journal, at least in
the present status. I am sorry for the Authors but I am not longer available for further
reviewing process of this paper.
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